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Figures 1-4:  Clusters of Latex Spheres Created with 
Laser Tweezers
Introduction to Optical Trapping
Reasons for Research:
• Knowing the biological structure of a virus is essential to identifying compounds that will bind
to it and neutralize its effectiveness.
• Viruses are too small (nano-sized) to be imaged by visible light
• However, by x-raying crystals of a virus, we can see their structure
• Laser tweezing has become a common technique used for handling nano-sized objects.
Laser Tweezers:
• The laser is focused through the objective lens and onto our sample
• The sample is composed of latex spheres in a liquid solution.
• Laser tweezers effect particles for two reasons:
1. The photons from the laser collide with the spheres and impart momentum which have a
net force towards the center of the visual field.
2. The spheres have a smaller dielectric constant than the liquid, so the energy density of the
electric field created by the laser is minimized with the spheres at the center.
Conclusions and Future Work
• The methodology of testing reagents with basic particles you can view and then moving
to smaller more complex particles was a sound approach
• The concentration of water, sodium hydroxide, latex spheres and Ferritin succeeded for
particles that were not visible
• Reagents and conditions such as: pH, particle concentration, the effect of an entropic
force, and the presence of a salt (sodium chloride) and their effect on latex spheres were
investigated
• Future work can apply these results to viruses in order to crystallize more complex
particles in a novel method
• More investigation can look at the unusual results for Ferritin and Cadmium Sulfate, as
well as why the crystallization of CMV did not succeed
Methods: Growing Clusters of Latex Spheres as a Model
We began with particles we can see, built a model, then moved to smaller particles and viruses
• Start with 260nm, 650nm and 1600nm latex spheres
• Found conditions and reagents that aided growth:
• High sphere concentration
• High pH
• Adding a smaller particle (Ferritin)





Results: Clusters of Latex Spheres
• We succeeded in growing clusters at the visible 
range
• Found a successful list of reagents: 
1. Water (1000µL)
2. Latex Spheres (5-20µL)
• Concentration adjusted based on sphere size
3. Sodium Hydroxide (20µL)
• Making the solution basic solution causes
clustering because of the spheres charge
4. Ferritin (10µL)
• Entropic force brings the spheres together
• May be less effective as the sphere size 
decreases
• With minor modifications mixture worked on 30nm 
and 60nm size spheres
Figures 5,6: A crystal grown without the 
laser (left) and then fractured by the 
laser (right)
Results: CMV, Ferritin and “Etch-a-Sketch”
• Cucumber Mosaic Virus (CMV):
• CMV is a plant virus with a 28nm diameter
• We tried two methods: hanging drop (traditional) and 
laser-tweezing
• Both methods were unsuccessful
• Ferritin:
• Used a membrane to separate Ferritin and Cadmium 
Sulfate
• Grew hundreds of crystals on each trial without laser-
assistance
• Laser was capable of fracturing and structuring crystals 
(see figures)
• “Etch-a-Sketch”
• Odd phenomenon found with the Ferritin/Cadmium 
Sulfate mixture
• The laser was able to pull in a group of local particles to a 
small radius
• When the laser was moved, the laser pulled in more 
localized particles to a new region
• Works as an “Etch-a-Sketch” effectively drawing on the 
sample when the laser is focused Figure 7: Drawing my initials “RL”
